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	Textfeld 9: While there seems to some distinct differences in utlization and subsequent structure of virtual networks in metropolitan and rural subpopulations no specific effects on the parameter values could yet be identified between metropolitan/rural areas. The degree of variation does not appear to be fundamentally related to provider structure or utlization patterns not to size of the virtual network but to behavorial patterns or to unidentified risk factors such as social structure of patient subpopulations which could yet be explored in detail. Particularly large degrees of variation between subpopulations/virtual networks  have been observed for indicators derived from positive guideline recommendations  ("dos") as compared to negative recommendations ("dont's"). Regional comparison seems to indicate that there are regionally distributed variables  affecting the level of the distribution between subpopulations/virtual networks, e.g. a systematic greater change for patients in some areas to be treated in accordance with guideline recommendations than in other regions.      
	Textfeld 10: This is work in progress and needs to be continued. The method seems to capture the varying pattern of utilization,  degrees of cooperation, and behavioral patterns that otherwise confound comparison of indicators of care across individual physician practices. It may provide a better understanding of the meaing of parameter values of area indicators. A differentiation between regionaly distributed variables, systematic patterns without regional meaning, and behavioral influences may result from this approach. So far, based on pseudomized data no specific reasons for the observed variations can be given. Next steps should be to repeat the analyses for specific regions based on given provider identies and to enter into discussion with specific provider groups (virtual networks) at opposing ends of the parameter values of selected indicators to generate hypotheses of causal influences for further testing.  
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